The steady, axisymmetric laminar natural convection boundary layer flow from a non-isothermal vertical circular porous cone under a transverse magnetic field, with the cone vertex located at the base, is considered. The pressure work effect is included in the analysis. The governing boundary layer equations are formulated in an (x,y) coordinate system (parallel and normal to the cone slant surface), and the magnetic field effects are simulated with a hydromagnetic body force term in the momentum equation. A dimensionless transformation is performed rendering the momentum and also heat conservation equations. The thermal convection flow is shown to be controlled by six thermophysical parameters-local Hartmann number, local Grashof number, pressure work parameter, temperature power law exponent, Prandtl number and the transpiration parameter. The transformed parabolic partial differential equations are solved numerically using the Network Simulation Method (NSM) based on the electrical-thermodynamic analogy. Excellent correlation of the zero Hartmann number case is achieved with earlier electrically nonconducting solutions. Local shear stress function (skin friction) is found to be strongly decreased with an increase in Prandtl number (Pr), with negative values (corresponding to flow reversal) identified for highest Pr with further distance along the streamwise direction. A rise in local Hartmann number, is observed to depress skin friction. Increasing temperature power law index, corresponding to steeper temperature gradient at the wall, strongly reduces skin friction at the cone surface. A positive rise in pressure work parameter decreases skin friction whereas a negative increase elevates the skin friction for some distance along the cone surface from the apex. Local heat transfer gradient is markedly boosted with a rise in Prandtl number but decreased principally at the cone surface with increasing local Hartmann number. Increasing temperature power law index conversely increases the local heat transfer gradient, at the cone surface. A positive rise in pressure work parameter increases local heat transfer gradient while negative causes it to decrease. A rise in local Grashof number boosts local skin friction and velocity into the boundary layer; local heat transfer gradient is also increased with a rise in local Grashof number whereas the temperature in the boundary layer is noticeably reduced. Applications of the work arise in spacecraft magnetogas dynamics, chemical cooling systems and industrial magnetic materials processing.
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INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing interest in understanding better the aero-thermodynamics and near-field heat transfer in astronautical bodies such as spacecraft, space modules, satellites etc has continued to stimulate significant research efforts. Of the geometries analyzed, spherical bodies, cones and wedge configurations have received special attention. Convective heat transfer is important in tubular thrust rocket chambers [1] , rocket nozzle design [2] and various aspects of industrial manufacturing technologies [3] . Bartz [4] reported on convection heat transfer from a rocket nozzle. Streif [5] studied experimentally the heat transfer to a cone with a 70 degrees apex angle at several angles of attack in a wind tunnel at free stream Mach number of 7. He obtained good correlation with conical flow theory. Braun et al [6] used an integral method to study the isothermal free convection similarity flows about two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies over a wide spectrum of Prandtl. Hering and Grosh [7] showed that boundary layer similarity solutions are only possible for convection from a cone when the surface temperature variation is a power function of distance along a cone ray. Isothermal solutions were also presented as were linear temperature variation solutions for Prandtl number of 0.7. Hering [8] subsequently extended this work to consider lower Prandtl number cases. Roy [9] presented a similar model to Hering [8] , for the case of high Prandtl numbers. Na and Chiou [10] over a decade later discussed the effect of slenderness i.e. conical geometry, on free convection flow, with applications in rocket nose aerodynamic heat transfer. Lin [11] examined the isothermal case for large cone angles where boundary layer thickness is small in comparison with the local cone radius, neglecting therefore transverse curvature effects. Alamgir [12] has employed an integral method to investigate the effective heat transfer rates in free convection laminar boundary layers on a vertical cone. Pop and Takhar [13] have studied compressibility effects in laminar conical body free convection using shooting numerical methods. More recent studies of the convection from a cone have been reported by Hossain et al [14] who studied temperature-dependent viscosity effects. Hossain and Paul [15] studied transpiration effects and later Takhar et al [16] analyzed numerically the influence of thermophysical property variation on gas convective heat transfer over a vertical cone. More recently Chamkha et al [17] have studied computationally the effect of unsteadiness and also compressibility on a cone. Very recently Roy et al [18] have re-examined the transient convection boundary layer flow over a cone with transpiration effects. Singh and Roy [19] have also studied the development of unsteady mixed convection flow of an incompressible laminar viscous fluid over a vertical cone with the fluid in the external stream set into motion impulsively, and a simultaneous sudden surface temperature. The problem was shown to reduce at t = 0, to a Rayleigh type of equation and as t → ∞, to a Falkner-Skan type of equation. The scale of time has been selected such that the traditional infinite region of integration become finite which significantly reduce the computational time. Using the quasi-linearization technique they showed that there is a smooth transition from the initial steady state to the final steady state. Kumari, and Nath [20] have considered the unsteady laminar compressible boundary layer over a circular cone at an angle of attack near a plane of symmetry in hypersonic flow. The case of the boundary layer near the windward and leeward planes has been considered with suction effects. The effects of the variable fluid properties, non-unity Prandtl number and viscous dissipation were considered.
Computations showed that in a small time interval immediately after the start of the impulsive motion, the direction of the heat transfer changes. The surface shear stresses in the streamwise and cross-wise directions and the surface heat transfer, increased with time and attained the final steady state values rapidly i.e. small spin-up times were reported. The total enthalpy at the wall was shown to considerably influence the surface shear stresses in the streamwise and cross-flow directions and the surface heat transfer. Suction was found to strongly affect the surface shear stress in the streamwise direction and the surface heat transfer. These studies were all confined to electrically non-conducting fluids. However due to the ionized nature of air in hypersonic flows and astronautical transport the flow can become electrically-conducting i.e. hydromagnetic. At weak magnetic fields basically a Lorentzian drag force is imparted to the flow field; at higher magnetic field strengths, ionslip and Hall currents also arise. Magnetogas dynamics has therefore received considerable attention in the aerospace engineering community for several decades. An excellent treatise on the subject is available in Pai [21] . Motivated largely by high temperature processes involved in space craft re-entry and interaction with planetary magnetospheric layers, engineers have considered a number of magneto-gas convection flows past various geometrical configurations. Sluyter and Touryan [21] studied the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) compressible boundary layer flow on a rotating cone. Surma Devi et al [22] investigated the combined effects of the magnetic field, mass transfer, and heat transfer on the steady incompressible laminar boundary-layer flow of an electrically conducting fluid over a non-isothermal cone using a shooting method. The magnetic field or injection were shown to reduce both the skin friction and heat transfer, with the converse behaviour exhibited for the effect of suction. Heat transfer was also shown to be increased for higher Prandtl numbers. The influence of a radial magnetic field on MHD flow between a cone and cylinder rotating co-axially was reported by Singh et al [23] .
Further studies on hydromagnetic convection from a cone have been reported in the context of industrial and geophysical processes by Chamkha [24] , Chamkha et al. [25] , Chamkha [26] and more recently by Chamkha and Al-Mudhaf [27] . These studies did not consider the important effect of pressure work or viscous dissipation. Alam et al [28] very recently utilized the Gebhart formulation [29] for pressure work effect in natural convection from a porous cone using the Keller-box numerical method. Takhar and Soundalgekar [30] studied viscous heating and stress work effects on boundary layer convection using a shooting scheme. Several studies have also appeared concentrating on the influence of non-isothermal surface temperature variation, although not in the context of boundary layer convection from a cone. Of the important studies conducted we mention here the analysis by Soundalgekar et al [31] , Soundalgekar et al [32] who considered transient stagnation point hydromagnetic convection flow with non-isothermal effects and Ganesan et al [33] . In the present analysis we shall consider the hydromagnetic gas convection flow past a circular cone geometry (e.g. spacecraft nose), with significant pressure work effects and non-isothermal surface temperature variation. Such a study has thusfar not been 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The physical problem to be investigated is shown in Figure 1 . 
where J is the current density, B is the magnetic field vector,  is the electrical conductivity, E is the electrical field intensity vector,  is density, v is the velocity vector,  is viscosity, t is time.
From an order of magnitude analysis, it can be shown [34] that for two-dimensional (x-y) magneto-hydrodynamic gas dynamic flows, the hydromagnetic retarding force (Lorentz body force) acts only parallel to the flow and has the form:
where By is the component of magnetic field in the y-direction. We consider an aerodynamic viscous flow where the magnetic field is sufficiently weak to sustain a small magnetic Reynolds number such that induced magnetic field effects can be neglected. Joule electro-heating and Hall current/ionslip effects are also neglected. Pressure work effects are however significant and included. The x-direction is parallel to the cone slant surface, the y-direction normal to this. The governing boundary layer equations for the steady, axisymmetric, electrically-conducting gas flow regime can be posed as follows with reference to the (x,y) coordinate system:
Conservation of Mass:
y vr x ur (7) Conservation of Momentum
Conservation of Thermal Energy (Heat):
where u, v are the velocity components in the x-and y-directions,  is kinematic viscosity, g is gravitational acceleration,  is thermal diffusivity of the gas,  is the coefficient of volume expansion, T is fluid temperature,  is cone apex half angle, cp is the isobaric specific heat of the gas,  is density of the gas,  is electrical conductivity of the gas and B0 is magnetic field. The Boussinesq approximation has been used so that buoyancy effects only appear in the x-direction momentum equation, which is coupled to the energy equation, constituting a free convection regime. Viscous dissipation effects are neglected. The corresponding boundary conditions at the surface and far from the cone are, following Hossain et al. [14] : (10) . (11) where TW is the cone surface temperature (> T), T is the ambient fluid temperature, V denotes transpiration velocity of fluid via the cone surface (lateral mass flux velocity). For V > 0, suction through the cone surface from the boundary layer occurs i.e. gas removal. With V < 0 injection i.e. blowing of gas into the boundary layer occurs. We consider both cases and also the case of a solid cone surface i.e. V = 0, in the present study. The equations (7) to (9) are highly coupled, parabolic and nonlinear. An analytical solution is clearly intractable and in order to facilitate a numerical solution we non-dimensionalize the model.
TRANSFORMATION OF MAGNETO-CONVECTIVE MODEL EQUATIONS
We now introduce the following transformations:
]. 2 1 ) ,
where  is the streamwise coordinate (dimensionless transpiration parameter),  is the spanwise pseudo-similarity coordinate,  is stream function, r is radial coordinate, G(,) is dimensionless temperature function, F(,) is dimensionless stream function, Grx is the local Grashof number, n is the temperature power law exponent, Pr is Prandtl number, Hax is local Hartmann number and  is the pressure work parameter. Eqns. (22) and (23) are the Cauchy-Riemann equations which identically satisfy the conservation of mass equation (7) . Implementing these transformations in the conservation equations (7) to (9) , we arrive at the following dimensionless nonsimilar partial differential equations:
The transformed boundary conditions now become:
At the cone surface ;
In the free stream ;
We note that while the present equations are valid for free convection, setting Grx  1 reduces the system to a mixed convection regime. We seek a full numerical solution to the transformed local non-similar partial differential equations (24) and (25) under the boundary conditions (26) and (27) . Of importance in rocket (and other areas of technological) heat transfer are several key design parameters based on the differentials of the velocity and temperature functions, F and G.
Using a reference velocity, U (= [Gr] 1/2 /x), the local skin friction coefficient, Cfx, is defined as:
The local Nusselt number, Nux, takes the form:
SPECIAL CASES OF THE FLOW MODEL
Let us briefly concentrate now on a number of special cases which can be retrieved from the general flow model discussed in section 3.
Case I: Non-magnetic Non-Isothermal Gas Convection from Permeable Cone
Setting Hax  0 eliminates the Lorentz body force term due to the magnetic field and reduces the momentum equation to the case considered by Alam et al [28] .
The energy equation (24) and boundary conditions (26) and (27) are unchanged. One objective of the present study is to investigate the interaction of Hartmann number with the suction parameter, . Blowing i.e.  <0 has been implemented in many practical rocket/space craft designs in liquid propellant systems. For example sweat cooling involves the injection of fluid or gas via porous walls. Alternatively film cooling utilizes the presence of an injection pattern providing a layer of relatively cool gas in the wall vicinity which serves to significantly reduce heat transfer at the surface [35] . Blowing however is not considered here for brevity.
Case II: Non-magnetic Non-Isothermal Gas Convection from Solid Cone
Setting   0 reduces our general model to the one-dimensional model considered in a classical study by Hering and Grosh [7] . In this case, equations (24) and (25) reduce to:
Infact for this one-dimensional case, a simple Runge-Kutta-Merson shooting algorithm or a finite element "line" model would provide robust solutions. However we have elected to use NSM in the present study.
Case III: Non-magnetic Isothermal Gas Convection from Permeable Cone
Setting n  0 (with Hax = 0) reduces the general model to the two-dimensional (, ) isothermal cone surface case, considered by Na and Chiou [9] . In this case, the momentum and energy equations (24) and (25) simplify to:
Case IV: Mixed Non-magnetic Isothermal Gas Convection from Permeable Cone without

Pressure Work
Setting Grx  1 renders the viscous hydrodynamic force in the boundary layer of the same order as the buoyancy force and the flow becomes a mixed convection regime. The  coordinate will therefore reduce to   Vx  in equations (31) and (32) . Also with  0, pressure work effects vanish. This reduces the energy equation (34) 
NSM NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
NSM has been used extensively in many areas of heat transfer, fluid dynamics and multi-physical transport phenomena [35, 36] . To solve the set of non-linear differential equations (24-25) subject to boundary condition (26) (27) , the Network Simulation Method is very suitable. The principal advantage of NSM is that it can accommodate any type of non-linearity into the model whether in terms of boundary conditions, convective terms, coupled (buoyancy) terms, nonlinear acceleration terms, shear terms, phase-change processes, temperaturedependencies of the thermal properties and so on. It also involves considerably less laborious algebra than standard finite difference or finite element methods. NSM further allows a good analogy with thermo-electrics since it permits easy representation of complex thermal and fluid terms via resistors, capacitors and non-linear devices that seek to resemble thermal systems governed by unsteady linear or non-linear equations. NSM is also equally versatile at solving both unsteady and steady-state problems and has a powerful advantage in that programming of the code (Pspice) avoids the conventional pathway of other numerical methods which require manipulation of the sophisticated mathematical software. The third-order differential equation (24) is converted to second-order by substituting H = F´. Subsequently all second-order equations for H and G are discretized using three-point central difference quotients while the first-order differential equation H = F´ is discretized by the trapezoidal rule. The equations (24) (25) may therefore be re-written as:
H Gr
In NSM the starting point is the set of ordinary differential equations, one for each control volume, obtained either by spatial discretization of the equations (36) (37) . Based on these equations, a network circuit is designed, whose equations are formally equivalent to the discretized ones. The variables, F, H and G are equivalent to the variable voltage, and their derivates are equivalent to the electric current. A sufficient number of networks are connected in series to constitute the whole medium and boundary conditions are added by means of special electrical devices. The whole network must be coded in an adequate program that can be solved by a computer code. The cases studied here were solved by the software code Pspice [37] using a PC. The following currents are defined:
With these definitions of the currents, the dimensionless equations of momentum, and energy may be postulated in the following form:
With spatial discretization of the dimensionless equations in Nη cells of length η=ηmax/Nη, with Nη=150 in the η-direction and of Nξ cells of length ξ=ξmax/Nξ in the ξ-direction with Nξ=60, the network partial differential equations (39) , (40) can be transformed into a system of connected A first-order central difference approximation is used for the first derivate and a second-order central difference scheme employed to discretize the non-linear system for the second derivates.
In the equations (39) and (40) all the terms can be treated as a current. Therefore implementing Kirchhoff's law for electrical currents from circuit theory, the network model is generated. To introduce the boundary conditions, voltage sources are employed to simulate constant values of velocity and temperature. Similarly, the equations (31) and (32) (which correspond to Case II) can be modeled by means of NSM and it is possible to obtain the numerical solutions to ξ = 0.
These are subsequently input as boundary conditions for a solution for ξ > 0, which is twodimensional.
COMPUTATIONS AND DISCUSSION
The heat transfer regime is controlled by six parameters-Hax, , n, Grx, Pr, . In most cases we have plotted [28] only suction is considered i.e.  > 0. To validate the present NSM solutions we have made comparisons with the classical study of Hering and Grosh [7] and also more recent implicit finite difference Keller-box solutions presented by Hossain et al [14] . These are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . Excellent correlation has been achieved with both [7] and [14] over several n values and also a wide range of Pr values, testifying to the validity of the NSM technique. = 0, 0.4, 1.0 and 4.0 with n =   0.5, ε =0 and Pr = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1  Figures 2 and 3 show the influence of the Prandtl number, Pr, on For low Prandtl number the fluid will flow faster i.e. velocities will be increased which will enhance skin friction at the cone surface, as testified by figure 2. Conversely with an increase in Pr, local Nusselt number function, NuxGrx -1/4 , is significantly increased. The response in figure 3 is also much more gradual and approximately linear compared with the skin friction (figure 2).
Clearly an increase in Pr implies that thermal diffusivity exceeds momentum diffusivity so that heat is diffused at a faster rate than momentum, leading to an escalation in heat transfer gradient at the cone surface. NuxGrx -1/4 is maximized at the trailing edge (maximum ) and minimized at the leading edge (apex i.e.  =0) for any value of Prandtl number. We note that this parameter physically can be regarded as the ratio of magnetic viscous force to hydrodynamic viscous force. Cramer and Pai [38] have shown that magnetism has a strong effect on velocity profiles, causing a reduction in flow and shear stresses. In accordance with this, we observe in figure 4 that as Hax is increased from 0 (non-conducting case) through 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 to 5.0, a strong decrease is induced in the skin friction. Skin friction is also found to be diminished with increasing distance along the cone surface from the leading edge (apex). This behaviour is consistent with that reported in numerous other hydromagnetic cone flow studies including Sluyter and Touryan [21] , Surma Devi et al [22] and also exhibits the correct physical response for magnetohydrodynamic boundary layers as described by Cramer and Pai [38] . In figure 5 NuxGrx -1/4 , is seen to be marginally decreased with increasing Hax values, mainly in the vicinity of the leading edge. Increasing magnetic field will increase the Lorentzian drag force,   F Gr Ha x x 2 / 1 2 , which causes the fluid to do supplementary work. This is manifested by an increase in thermal energy in the fluid which heats the flow and decreases heat transfer rates at the cone surface. We further note that with increasing distance from the leading edge, the NuxGrx -1/4 , profiles all converge, a pattern sustained to the trailing edge. This indicates that magnetic field exerts no tangible effect after a certain separation from the apex of the cone. A similar response has been identified by for example Singh et al [23] and for flat plate hydromagnetic convection, by Cramer and Pai [38] . Heat transfer gradient is therefore maximized for the non-conducting case and minimized for the strong magnetic field case. The latter is of immense potential therefore in magnetic field control of for example spacecraft re-entry surface heat transfer rates, in the vicinity of the nose. The electrically-conducting nature of plasma-type flows in re-entry problems and rarified gases in high altitude hypersonic heat transfer can therefore also be exploited to advantage with magnetic field control technology. (24) and (25) . The case, n = 0 implies isothermal flow. For n >0, the regime is nonisothermal. With increasing n a steeper temperature gradient arises at the cone surface. As a result skin friction (figure 6) is found to be strongly reduced at ( =0) and in close proximity (0< <2) to the cone apex. With further distance along the cone surface, all profiles are found to merge such that no significant effect of n on skin friction is experienced for  >3.
Conversely, as expected, NuxGrx - 1/4 values (figure 7) are enhanced at the leading edge ( = 0) with an increase in n. Maximum local Nusselt number function and therefore heat transfer rate arises for the strongly non-isothermal case (n = 0.9) and the minimum for the isothermal case (n = 0). All profiles converge at  ~2, demonstrating very little response to n with further progress along the cone slant surface. Gr= 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 and 0.1 when negative, since pressure stress work will not dissipate energy of the flow. Conversely with positive  the pressure stress effect will expend energy. For  = 0 pressure (stress) work effects are neglected in the boundary layer physics. As a result the flow will be accelerated with negative  and decelerated with positive , which physically accounts for skin friction response shown in figure 8. The  parameter was also used by Joshi and Gebhart [40] and our results agree with their general findings. Ackroyd earlier [41] also studied pressure stress work effects although for the much simpler case of flat plate convection, showing that pressure work effects are generally greater than viscous dissipation effects. Figure 9 shows that local Nusselt number is increased i.e. heat transfer enhanced, with positive  and depressed with negative  principally near the cone apex. As we progress along the cone surface from the apex, the influence of  is consistently reduced, with profiles soon merging. Joshi and Gebhart [40] also showed that the pressure work parameter enhances heat transfer from surfaces for lower Prandtl numbers, as is apparent from figure 9 in our study. 11) is also found to be enhanced slightly with a rise in Grx. The greatest influence occurs at the cone apex region with progressively less effect further along the cone surface. Increasing buoyancy therefore assists in enhancing cone surface heat transfer rate in the vicinity of the leading edge. Figure 12 in concurrence with figure 10 demonstrates that velocity is boosted considerably with increasing local Grashof number, since the elevation in buoyancy force serves to accelerate the flow both along the cone surface and into the boundary layer regime. A velocity peak close to the cone surface is observed at  ~ 1 and this peak migrates further from the wall (cone surface) with increasing Grx. In figure 13 we observe that temperature, G, is diminished with increasing Grx throughout the boundary layer regime transverse to the cone surface. Since buoyancy forces enhance heat transfer rates (figure 11), greater heat quantities will be conducted from the fluid to the wall with increasing Grx which will serve to cool the boundary layer and induced a fall in temperatures.
In figure 14 the combined influence of local Hartmann numbers (Hax) and pressure work parameters () on skin friction is plotted. It is interesting to note that the hydromagnetic drag force exerts a much more prominent effect than pressure work. With Hax = 0, there is a clear separation in skin friction profiles, with the trend agreeing with figure 8 i.e. skin friction is enhanced with negative  and decreased with positive . Figure 8 was computed with Hax = 1,  = 0, n = 0.4, Grx = 10, Pr = 0.72. However with much stronger magnetic field in figure 14 than figure 8, i.e. Hax = 5.0, we observe that while skin friction is clearly substantially lower than for the non-conducting case (Hax= 0), the influence of  is very small; infact the pressure work effect is really only discernible near the cone apex. As such the hydromagnetic effect is much more powerful than the pressure (stress) work effect in the present flow domain. figure 16 ) is apparent once again. The influence of n is clearly much less effective on the skin friction than applied magnetic field, the latter exerting as shown earlier in figure 8 , a strongly inhibiting effect on flow whereas the former has a much weaker inhibiting effect. In figure 17 , the beneficial influence on NuxGrx -1/4 of increasing n is again evident as is the negative influence of local Hartmann number, the latter again serving to depress cone surface heat transfer rates.
Finally in figures 18 and 19 we have plotted the collective effects of pressure work parameter () and temperature power law index parameters (n) on skin friction and surface heat transfer gradient (local Nusselt number). Again we observe that skin friction (figure 18) is greater for the isothermal case (as documented earlier) compared with the non-isothermal scenario, and that negative pressure work parameter enhances skin friction whereas positive values depress skin friction i.e. retard the flow. The influence of n is clearly greater however than. Figure 19 confirms the counter-productive influence of negative  on NuxGrx -1/4 and the enhancing influence of positive . Local heat transfer gradient NuxGrx -1/4 is again shown to be boosted for the nonisothermal case (n = 0.8) as compared with the isothermal case (n = 0).
CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model has been presented for the laminar, magneto-convection gas boundary layer flow past a cone with variable surface temperature and pressure work effects. The velocity and thermal boundary layer equations have been non-dimensionalized using a pseudo-similarity transformation and a number of special cases of the general model described. NSM has been elected to solve the boundary value problem for a wide range of the governing parameters, with comparisons made against previous non-magnetic and non-transpiring conical flows. The effects of local Hartmann number, pressure work, thermal power-law exponent, local Grashof number and Prandtl number on skin friction and local Nusselt number distributions have been presented graphically and discussed in detail. The computations show that with increasing power law index (non-isothermal effect), skin friction at the cone is reduced whereas heat transfer rate is increased. Skin friction is elevated with negative pressure work parameter whereas it is reduced with positive values. Increasing local Hartmann number reduces cone surface heat transfer rates and also significantly decelerates the boundary layer flow i.e. reduces skin friction. With increasing local Grashof number i.e. stronger thermal buoyancy, skin friction is enhanced whereas temperatures are reduced. The study finds immediate applications in magneto-gas dynamic heat transfer in astronautics, materials processing and geophysical magneto-fluid dynamics. Currently the authors are extending this study with a finite element model [42] [43] [44] to include the effects of oblique magnetic field [45] , Hall currents and magnetic induction [46] . Furthermore the use of surface injection of nanofluids to cool the cone surface [47] is being explored. In this regard an interesting extension to the current simulations is non-Newtonian nanofluid convection which has been addressed in detail by Prasannakumara et al. [48, 49] using various rheological constitutive models. These developments will also be investigated in the near future.
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